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A Differentially Private Framework in Spatial
Crowdsourcing with Historical Data Learning
Shun Zhang, Benfei Duan, Zhili Chen∗, Hong Zhong and Qizhi Yu
Abstract—Spatial crowdsourcing (SC) is an increasing popular category of crowdsourcing in the era of mobile Internet and sharing
economy. It requires workers to be physically present at a particular location for task fulfillment. Effective protection of location privacy
is essential for workers’ enthusiasm and valid task assignment. However, existing SC models with differential privacy protection usually
deploy only real-time location data, and their partitioning and noise additions overlaps for grids generation. Such a way may produce
large perturbations to counting queries that affect success rate of task assignment and the accuracy of allocation results. In this paper,
we propose a privacy framework (R-HT) for protecting location data of workers involved in SC. We use historical data learning to
perform partitioning, and import real-time data directly into the second-level grid with perturbation, which realizes parallel allocation of
privacy budget and a more suitable Private Spatial Decomposition (PSD) approach. Moreover, as geocast region (GR) construction,
we introduce some optimization strategies, including scoring function and adaptive selection of locally maximum geocast radius. A
series of experimental results on real-world datasets shows that our proposed R-HT scheme attains a stable success rate of task
assignment, saves obvious performance overhead and is also fit for dynamic assignment of tasks on online SC platforms.
Index Terms—Spatial crowdsourcing, differential privacy, historical data learning
F
1 INTRODUCTION
S PATIAL crowdsourcing (SC) is a new platform thatharnesses the potential of the crowd to perform real-
world tasks including collecting and analyzing environ-
mental, social and other spatiotemporal information. SC
has been applied in various domains such as smart cities,
environmental sensing and journalism. However, disclosing
individual locations has serious privacy implications. Many
mobile users do not agree to engage in SC if their privacy
is violated. Thus, ensuring location privacy is an important
aspect of SC.
In the last decade, several papers have been published
on location privacy in SC, see the surveys [1, 2] and papers
cited there. Usually workers send their locations to a trusted
Cellular Service Provider (CSP) which collects updates and
releases a Private Spatial Decomposition (PSD). To determine
a PSD, some methods have been adopted such as kd-tree
based partitioning [3], uniform grid (UG) method [4] and
adaptive grids (AG) approach [4, 5]. To et al. [6] proposed
a framework for protecting location privacy of workers in-
volved in SC. They achieved privacy protection by building
PSDs based on an extended AG approach, which creates
sanitized data releases using noisy real-time data at the
CSP. However, since the privacy budget is sequentially
divided into three parts, the relatively large scale of noise
greatly affects the framework performance. In particular, the
success rate of task assignment failed, at most cases, to reach
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the expected utility (EU) as is one of the specific challenges
identified therein.
Following [6], we focus on protecting privacy of worker
locations in SC. We utilize historical data learning for pre-
dicting the distribution of real-time locations, and build a
SC framework that protects location privacy of workers
with parallel allocation of privacy budget. The grids are
generated by historical data learning of locations with noisy
counts in each layer using linear regression. Afterward, the
real-time data are imported into grids where noise is added
directly to the count of workers in each second-level cell.
This realizes the separation of original data that allows to
use privacy budget in parallel and essentially improves the
utility efficiency of privacy budget.
The main contributions are as follows:
(i) To avoid excessive noise additions in SC with dif-
ferential privacy, we propose R-HT scheme allocat-
ing privacy budget in parallel that provides effective
differentially-private protection on worker locations
theoretically. To our knowledge, we are the first to pro-
pose the strategy that employs historical data learning
in building (dynamic) PSD, which opens a new connec-
tion between differentially private location protection
framework and machine learning methods.
(ii) Before constructing the continuous region GR, we im-
port real-time data of worker locations into the finished
PSD and directly add Laplace noise to each level-2 cell.
Such a separation of original data achieves a paral-
lel composition of privacy budget which significantly
reduces the impact of noise. In view of the privacy
framework, our scheme improves the efficiency of
system operations and ensures stably high success rate
of task assignment.
(iii) We investigate some techniques across local cell selec-
tions to fuse those cells with negative noisy counts.
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Our selection of each newly added cell depends on a
refined quality scoring function involving the area of
cells, instead of its utility.
(iv) We carry out extensive experiments on three real-
world datasets which demonstrate that our R-HT
scheme achieves stable success rate of task assignment
and shows better performance in most aspects.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we conduct a survey of related work. Section 3
introduces some necessary background. Section 4 describes
the proposed privacy framework. Section 5 discusses the
practical techniques used in our framework. Experimental
results are presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 7.
2 RELATED WORK
Location Privacy Model. With the rapid development of
smart mobile devices, more and more mobile applications
provide location-based services, which greatly facilitates
users’ life. However, disclosing individual locations has
serious privacy implications. Leaked locations often lead to
a breach of sensitive information such as personal health,
political and religious preferences. Traditional methods of
location privacy protection mainly include k-anonymity,
expected distance error and cryptography. Wang et al. [7]
used k-anonymity method to generate k − 1 proper and
dummy points and perform k indistinguishable queries to
the service provider, using the real location and dummy lo-
cations. However, only using anonymous method can’t offer
good protection to a wide range of data and is vulnerable
to background knowledge attack [8, 9]. Expected distance
error reflects the accuracy degree to which the adversary
can guess the real location by observing the obfuscated
location and using available side-information [10]. Explic-
itly, the obfuscation mechanisms are defined by a given
prior, representing the adversary’s side information [11].
Cryptography is suitable for multiple parties, completely
protect data privacy and prevent the leakage of data in the
process of location service [12], however it normally results
in high computational costs and the availability of data will
decrease significantly [8]. Differential privacy (DP) is a new
and promising privacy model, which is completely inde-
pendent of attacker’s background knowledge and currently
a popular research topic in both academia and industry
[9, 11].
Differential privacy has been proven effective in sensi-
tive data release. Particularly, many authors have attempted
to bring differential privacy into location data protection
for spatial crowdsourcing (SC). Spatiotemporal information of
workers, tasks, and intermediate results needs to be prop-
erly transformed to avoid privacy leakage while allowing
efficient information processing including task assignment.
There are some recent works devoted to balance between
the strength of privacy protection and the efficiency of other
operations in various SC scenarios. To et al. [6] divided the
whole data domain into indexed units of grids (PSD) at the
CSP. After receiving a task, the untrusted SC-server queries
the PSD to determine a geocast region (GR) for task assign-
ment. Any adversary can’t identify worker’s location from
the published GR. However, this scheme adds noises to all
grids layer by layer, which reduces the efficiency of privacy
budget and affects the performance of the framework. Xiong
et al. [13] proposed a new SC model based on reward, and
adopts a reward based allocation strategy to ensure the task
assignment success rate. Based on geo-indistinguishability,
To et al. [14] presented a framework for protecting location
privacy of both workers and tasks during the tasking phase
without relying on any trusted entity, in which techniques
were devised to quantify the probability of reachability be-
tween a task and a worker. Wang et al. [15] proposed a novel
distributed agent-based privacy-preserving framework that
introduces a new level of multiple agent between users
and the untrusted server and realizes the w-event -DP for
real-time crowd-sourced statistical data publishing with the
untrusted server. Recently, Wei et al. [16] constructed two
sets of PSDs to achieve task allocation with high data utility
and simultaneously protect task and worker locations.
Private Spatial Decomposition. To create sanitized data
releases, PSD structures are often constructed in SC sys-
tem. These partition the domain into smaller regions, and
report noisy statistics on the locations within each region.
A suitable PSD can often improve the success rate of task
assignment and reduce system overhead. Previously, PSDs
are usually based on tree, especially kd-tree and quadtree
[3, 17], and the result is a deep tree. The typically simple
method should be Uniform Grid method (UG), which treats
all dense and sparse regions equally in the domain [4].
Alternatively, Adaptive Grids approach (AG) was proposed
[4]. At the first level, AG creates a coarse-grained, equally
spaced m1 × m1 grid over the data domain. Then, each
level-1 cell is partitioned into m2 × m2 level-2 cells with
m2 chosen adaptively. This partitioning method emphasizes
cell’s difference in sparseness brought by UG, and it can be
applied to various cases for data distributions. Later, The
partition granularity was optimized with good universality
in [6], and such a granularity arrangement is utilized in our
proposed scheme. Gong et al. [18] proposed a partitioning
method (R-PSD) based on reputation and location, where
reputation is regarded as a new data dimension in building
PSD by AG method and each R-PSD is composed of several
sub-PSDs with different reputation levels.
In the traditional two-layer AG method, the privacy
budget is divided into three parts for worker counting in the
whole domain, level-1 cells and level-2 cells, respectively.
It is worth noting that partitioning does not depend on
the noisy counting in level-2 cells. In this paper we deploy
historical data learning to perform partitioning and achieve
the separation of the original (historical and real-time) data,
so that the privacy budget are assigned in parallel at PSD
stage and GR construction stages.
Prediction by Historical Data Learning. When real-time
data is unavailable or difficult to obtain, researchers often
use historical data instead. Indeed, using historical data to
make predictions by learning methods can often generate
good results reflecting the real-time case. As for location
privacy protection, there are many examples of using his-
torical locations or historical trajectories to predict real-time
locations. Xu et al. [19] proposed a real-time road traffic state
prediction based on ARIMA model and Kalman filter, with
using historical traffic data. Liu et al. [20] predicted user’s
movement trajectory and position at the next moment by
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collecting locations and historical check-in information on
social network.
Real-time location prediction using historical data has
also been extended to the field of SC. Jiang et al. [21]
predicted worker positions at the next moment by analyzing
their historical movement trajectory, and assigned tasks
to those workers who were willing to go to or able to
physically move to the position of the task on time with a
high probability. On the aspect of historical data processing
and location distribution on grids, To et al. [6] performed
random perturbation to simulate subsequent distribution
using historical positions, while only updating the counts in
level-2 cells without changing AG structure. Chen et al. [22]
resamples the data at regular intervals to update the counts
in the fixed grid structure. However, these above methods
do not use historical data to update the partitioning struc-
ture, but renew only the data in fixed grids.
In this paper, we first propose to build PSD with his-
torical data learning based on AG method [6], then we
import real-time data and add noise to each level-2 cell,
which realizes the parallel allocation of privacy budget.
Moreover, we develop a scoring function derived from
exponential mechanism instead of the utility function, for
optimizing selections of neighbor cells, which involves the
factors of cell’s area and distance for GR construction. This
promotes significantly the performance in various aspects
of the system.
3 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some notations and initial
definitions, and review spatial crowdsourcing, differential
privacy and linear regression method.
3.1 Spatial Crowdsourcing
Spatial Crowdsourcing (SC) is a new avenue of crowdsourcing
related to real-world scenarios involving physical locations,
which requires workers to physically move to a particular
location to perform tasks. The roles of components involved
in SC are tasks, workers and the platform (mainly SC-
server). The SC-server publishes or assigns the spatial task
after receiving request and finally one or more workers ac-
cept and finish the task. Usually there are two categories of
task assignment modes based on how workers are matched
to tasks in SC [23]. In the Worker Selected Tasks (WST)
mode, SC-server is only responsible for the release of tasks,
and workers autonomously select suitable tasks according
to their own locations, without reporting the location to
SC-server. In Server Assigned Tasks (SAT) mode, SC-server
collects worker locations and runs a complex optimization
matching algorithm to assign the task to one or more work-
ers, who decide whether to accept the task or not.
The quality of spatial tasks in SC is the main criterion
to determine whether the tasks are assigned effectively[2].
It is usually evaluated by reliability, which is formalized
as the probability that over 50 percent of workers correctly
answer the task [24], or the chance that as least one worker
completes the task successfully [25]. The former is generally
used for spatial tasks that require qualified answers, such
as spatial data collection related to pictures and videos. For
such spatial tasks, the main challenge for SC is how to verify
the validity of the results provided by untrusted workers.
Since malicious workers/users may upload some incorrect
information, the number of tasks correctly completed needs
to be maximized [24]. The latter is generally used in the
case that a spatial task needs to be completed by a single
worker, such as taxi calling service and fast food delivery. In
such situations, due to the factors, the worker-task distance
and task expiration time, at least one assigned worker
can correctly finish the task [25]. Similarly, the framework
proposed by To [6] can not guarantee that the task are
disseminated to enough workers, since the SC-server can
only assign tasks by the sanitized PSD. Then the method of
effectiveness evaluation is to compute the probability that
among those assigned to the task at least one worker is
willing to accept the task.
3.2 Differential Privacy
Differential privacy (DP) has emerged as the de facto stan-
dard privacy notion for privacy-preservation research on
data analysis and publishing. It makes that the probability
of any output is equally likely from all nearly identical
input datasets, so that it is unable to infer any sensitive
information of an individual. Afterwards, any adversary
cannot conclude with high confidence whether a particular
individual is involved in the query result or not.
For applying DP, a crucial choice is the condition under
which the datasets D and D′ are considered to be neighbor-
ing. The notion of Unbounded DP is used in our framework,
which means that two datasets D and D′ are neighboring
if D can be obtained from D′ by adding or removing one
element.
Definition 1 (-DP [26] ). Given any two neighboring datasets
D and D′, for any set of outcomes Ω, a randomized mechanism
M gives -DP if the probability distribution of the mechanism
output on D and D′ is bounded by:
Pr(M(D) ∈ Ω)
Pr(M(D′) ∈ Ω) ≤ e
. (1)
The parameter  is termed privacy budget that is speci-
fied by a data owner and represents the privacy level to be
achieved. A lower privacy budget implies a higher privacy
level.
Definition 2 (Global Sensitivity [27]). Let D and D′ denote
any pair of neighboring datasets. The global sensitivity of a
function f , denoted by ∆f , is given as below,
∆f = max
D, D′
‖f (D)− f (D′)‖ , (2)
which represents the maximal change on the output of f when
deleting any record in D
Definition 3 (Laplace Mechanism [26]). Given a function f :
D → R, ∆f is the sensitivity of f . The mechanism is given by
M(D) = f(D) + Laplace(
∆f

) (3)
The Laplace mechanism provides the -DP [28]. The
following important properties are related to composition
of algorithms for preserving -DP.
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Theorem 1 (Sequential Composition [28]). M1,M2, . . . ,Mm
is a set of mechanisms, where Mi provides i-DP. Let M be
a mechanism that executes M1(D),M2(D), . . . ,Mm(D) using
independent randomness for each Mi, and returns the vector of
the outputs of these mechanisms. Then, M satisfies (
m∑
i=1
i)-DP.
Theorem 2 (Parallel Composition [28]). Let M1,M2, ...,Mm
be m mechanisms that satisfy 1-DP, 2-DP, . . . , m-
DP, respectively. For a deterministic partitioning func-
tion f , let D1, D2, . . . , Dm be respectively the result-
ing partitions of excuting f on dataset D. Publish-
ing the results of M1(D1),M2(D2), . . . ,Mm(Dm) satisfies
(max{1, 2, . . . , m})-DP.
Theorem 3 (Post-Processing [27]). Given a randomized mecha-
nism M1 that satisfies -DP, then for any possibly algorithm M2,
the composition M2(M1) still satisfies -DP.
3.3 Linear Regression
In our setting, we add noise to the counting of the histor-
ical locations layer by layer, and use the linear regression
method to predict the real-time count of workers in each
cell, so as to determine (local) partitioning of the next level.
Linear regression is one of the basic learning methods
in machine learning. The goal is to find a line, a plane,
or even a higher-dimensional hyperplane that minimizes
the error between the predicted and actual values. There
are univariate and multiple linear regressions. Univariate
linear regression means that only one factor is considered
and the solution involves a linear equation. We use unitary
regression method to predict location counts.
We evaluate some schemes with three datasets, see the
details in Section 6.1. Valid historical locations of the previ-
ous 20 periods with noises in counting are used to predict
the real-time distribution. Figure 1 shows the comparison
between the actual counts of level-1 cells and the predicted
counts with noise (with sensitivity 1 and privacy budget
0.04) added to the total count in each period on NYTaxi and
Gowalla datasets, respectively. The average error rate γ is
calculated by,
γ =
E¯
A¯
, with E¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
| Pi −Ai |, (4)
where n represents the count of level-1 cells, A¯ represents
the actual average count of workers of level-1 cells, Pi and
Ai represent the predicted and actual counts of workers in
the i-th level-1 cells, respectively. The rates γ of NYTaxi and
Gowalla are 25.4% and 28.4%, respectively. This shows that
in the case of very low privacy budget, the noise interfer-
ence is much, the predicted result still reflect roughly the
distribution of actual data, and the predicted distribution of
workers can be regarded as the actual distribution.
3.4 Problem Statement
Existing SC models with differential privacy protection
mainly harness real-time location data and generate PSD
by performing noise additions and domain partitioning in
a crossed way. They have to add sequential noise to worker
counts in grids at all levels, which tends to incur relatively
(a) Prediction, Ta. (b) Prediction, Go.
Fig. 1: Predicted and actual distribution of locations in the
first-level cells
high error on many aspects and affects efficiency of SC
system.
In order to improve system performance of SC with
differential privacy protection, we are intended to study
a new SC model. That is, given historical and real-time
data of worker locations, and a privacy budget , perturb
their counts with noise in parallel, generate a suitable PSD
and then design a more efficient SC model with privacy
protection. Specifically, with respect to parallel composi-
tion of adding noises, through the distribution of real-time
positions predicted by the noisy historical data, a domain
partitioning is performed without using real-time data. On
the other hand, based on the grids determined previously,
real-time data are directly imported into the bottom cells
in which counts of the data points are perturbed with only
one round. In addition, how to optimize task assignments
in SC from various perspectives (particularly to achieve
stable success rate of task assignment) based on PSD with
perturbation is also considered in this paper.
4 BASIC FRAMEWORK
In this paper the study of privacy framework is based
on the notion of unbounded DP. Then the sensitivity of
workers’ count in each grid (or region) is 1, that is, while
the maximum increase or decrease is 1 for the total number
of workers, such a change may occur in any cell [28]. Com-
pared with unbounded DP, the sensitivity in bounded DP
case is 2, the increase of noise scale will significantly affect
the success rate of task assignment. This section mainly
introduces the basic framework of the newly proposed
privacy protection scheme, including system model, domain
partitioning method, cell selection strategy in GR, and goals
of system design.
4.1 System Model
Following [6], we consider the privacy protection problem
of SC worker locations in the SAT mode. Fig. 2 describes our
proposed system framework that consists of four parts: CSP,
SC-server, requesters and workers. Workers send their real
location information to CSP. As a trusted third party, CSP
collects locations reported by workers, and construct PSD
with noises. Requesters submits tasks and exposed location
information to SC-Server. After receiving a task request,
the untrusted SC-server determines GR by querying the
PSD and initiates a geocast communication process. The
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possible disclosure of worker location and identity posterior
to consent is outside our scope.
Requesters Workers
Step 1: 
Task Request t
Step 3: Sanitized Release
Step 5:  Consent 
Step 0:
Report
Locations
CSP
SC-Server
Step 4: 
Geocast{GR, t}
GR
Step 2: PSD Request
Historical Current
3.1 Grids 3.2 Noisy     Counts
Locations
PSD
Fig. 2: Privacy framework for spatial crowdsourcing
The scheme consists of the following stages.
Step 0: Workers report their real locations to the CSP, which
will be divided into real-time and historical data.
Step 1: A requester sends task t to SC-server.
Step 2: SC-server queries the PSD with the CSP.
Step 3: According to the given privacy budget , CSP par-
titions the data domain by using historical locations
reported by workers and imports noisy real-time
counts into the generated grids to update the PSD
for answering to SC-server.
Step 4: SC-server determines GR and initiates a geocast
communication process in two ways (infrastructure-
based or infrastructure-less mode) as in [6].
Step 5: If a worker in GR accepts the task, she sends a
consent message to the SC-server (or the requester)
for confirming her availability.
The above scheme is mainly designed for a single-task
assignment system model in dynamic scenarios where for
each real-time task request, the CSP collects properly the
latest real-time location data of workers and updates the
grid structure and PSD with newly confirmed historical
data, and only a worker is required to complete the task. In
the static scenario, SC-server deploys a fixed PSD in a period
to release GR, and Steps 0, 2 and 3 can be skipped. In the
case of multiple tasks, our system model is still valid under
the assumption that the task assignments do not interfere
with each other.
4.2 Building PSD with Prediction
The first stage in our framework consists of building a PSD
(at the CSP part), which determines the accuracy of released
data and also performance metrics. Here we use the ex-
tended Adaptive Grid method (AG) developed in [6] together
with historical locations learning. Table 1 summarizes the
notations used in our description.
AG (As shown in Figure 3) reduces the non-uniformity
error brought by UG by conducting two-level partition on
the basis of UG. But unlike AG proposed in [6], we use
TABLE 1: Summary of Notations
Symbol Definition
 Total privacy budget
Np Total number of workers by prediction
N ijp Number of workers by prediction in the i-th row and j-th
m1 The first level grid granularity
mij2 Second-level partitioning granularity of i-th row
β Budget allocation parameters for forecasting, β = 0.04
′ Parameters for grid partitioning in [6], ′ = 0.5
prediction by historical noisy data. The historical data set
is denoted as H = {h1, h2, ..., hn} (hk represents the data
of the k-th time period, 1 ≤ k ≤ n), the whole count of
locations of hk is denoted as N˜k. Adding Laplace noise to
each N˜k with privacy budget 1 = β and getting the result
N˜ ′k. Establishing a linear regression model of N˜
′
1 ∼ N˜ ′n to
predict the value of N˜ ′n+1, that is, the predicted value Np
(Np = N˜ ′n+1) of the total number of real-time positions.
Then calculating m1 according to Eq. (5).
m1 = max
(
10,
⌈
1
4
√
Np × 
k1
⌉)
(5)
 is the total privacy budget, which is used here as a
parameter for grids partition and does not mean anything.
k1 = 10 according to [6].
Partitioning each hk to m1 ×m1 cells, the set of grids of
hkis denoted as S˜k = {s˜ijk | 1 ≤ i ≤ m1, 1 ≤ j ≤ m1}, s˜ijk
represents the level-1 cell numbered ij in hk, its number of
locations is denoted as N˜ ijk . For each s˜
ij
k in each S˜k, adding
Laplace noise with privacy budget 2 =  × (1 − β) to N˜ ijk
and then normalizing it with rate Np/N˜ ′k, getting the result
N˜ ij′k . Establishing a linear regression model of N˜
ij′
1 ∼ N˜ ij′n
to predict the value of N˜ ij′n+1, that is the predicted value of
the real-time number of locations in level-1 cell numbered
ij, and then normalizing it with rate Np/N˜
ij′
n+1, getting the
result N˜ ijp . Calculating each m
ij
2 according to each N˜
ij
p by
Eq.(6), the set of result is m2 = {mij2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ m1, 1 ≤ j ≤
m1}.
mij2 =

√
N ijp × ′
k2
 (6)
k2 =
√
2 according to [6]. ′ is a parameter independent of
the privacy budget, and we continue to use its value in [6]
here (′ = 0.5× ).
Fig. 3: AG of workspace
4.3 Geocast Region Construction
In this section, we mainly introduce the construction idea
of GR. We investigate some techniques across local cell
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selections to fuse those cells with negative noisy counts and
use scoring function involving the area of cells instead of
utility function when selecting a new cell.
For convenience, we just consider the static location of
the task for now. The probability of a worker accepting a
task is only related to the distance between the worker and
the task. We refer to the mean contribution distance (MCD)
proposed in [29], and the calculation formula of MCD is as
follows:
MCD(wi) =
n∑
j=1
d
(
Lwi , Lcj
)
n
(7)
Where Lwi is the location of worker wi, and Lcj are the
locations of its n contributions. Then according to article
[30], we can consider 90% of MCD as maximum travel
distance (MTD). MTD is the maximum distance a worker
is willing to travel to accept a task.
Different from the utility function, the scoring function
not only takes the number of workers and the cell-task dis-
tance into account, but also the cell’s area. The experiment
in Section 5.1 shows that the utility of the scoring function
is significant. When adding a new cell to the GR, the score
for each candidate cell needs to be calculated. The score qkt
of the candidate cell k ∈ Q for task t is defined as:
qkt =
Nk
fs(Sk) · fd(Dkt )
(8)
where Nk represents the number of noisy workers in the
candidate cell k , Sk represents the area of cell k , and Dkt
is the cell-task distance represented by the average distance
between the task and four corners of cell k. It is reasonable
that the higher density of workers Nk/Sk in cell k , or the
shorter the cell-task distance Dkt , the higher score q
k
t . The
functions fs and fd are positive monotonic functions of Sk
andDkt , respectively, which are used to control the influence
strength of area and distance.
The algorithm to constructe GR is show in Algorithm 1.
In Line 2, in order to improve the compactness of the GR
and avoid excessive neglect of nearby workers, we set the
Local Maximum Geocast Radius (LGR) during cell selection,
the calculation method of LGR will be covered in detail in
Section 5.2. In Line 11, we add a loop termination condition
that returns directly to GR when all candidate cells are non-
positive, which will cover in detail in Section 5.3. In Line 4
and 14 we need calculated the utility value of the cell c.
U ct = 1− (1−ARct)Nc (9)
Nc represents the noisy count of workers in c. ARct repre-
sents the average task acceptance probability of the workers
in cell c. (1−ARct)Nc represents the probability that no
workers in c are willing to accept the task t. the practical
meaning of U ct is the probability that at least one worker
in cell c is willing to accept task t. All possible candidate
workers for each task are limited to the MTD distance from
the task. The AR value is generated according to the linear
law of distance. The smaller the worker-task distance, the
closer their AR value is to MAR. Once the worker-task
distance reaches MTD, the AR is considered to be equal
to 0. ARct is shown in Eq. (10). (Since the workers are close
Algorithm 1 R-HT Algorithm
Input: maximum travel distance MTD, expected utility
EU , task t
Output: Geocast region GR
1: Init GR = {}, Q = {}, U = 0
2: Compute Local Maximum Geocast Radius R with Algo-
rithm 2
3: GR = GR ∪ ct, ct is the level-2 cell that covers t
4: Compute ct′s utility U ct by Eq. (9)
5: If U ct > 0 then U = U
c
t
6: while U ≤ EU do
7: Find neighbors = {{ct′s neighbors}−GR}∩MTD∩
R
8: Q = Q ∪ neighbors
9: If Q is null, return GR
10: Find the cell c with the highest score s in Q
11: If s ≤ 0, return GR
12: Remove c from Q
13: GR = GR ∪ c
14: Compute c′s utility U ct by Eq. (9)
15: Update U by Eq. (11)
16: end while
to each other in the same cell, we set their AR to be the
same).
ARct = (1− d/MTD) ·MAR (10)
d represents the average distance between the task t and
the four corners of the cell c, and MAR represents the
maximum task acceptance rate of workers.
In Line 15, after adding c to GR, we first calculated grid
utility according to Eq. (9), and then updated regional utility
according to Eq. (11).
U = 1− (1− U)(1− U ct ) (11)
When U reaches the expected utility EU , it returns GR
directly, otherwise, continue to select a next new connected
cell. To ensure the GR is a continuous region, we require
that each new cell added must maintain connectivity with
previous GR. Specifically, when adding c to GR, the newly
added cell in Q must be the neighbor cell of c.
4.4 Design Goals
Adding noise to protect the workers’ locations in SC will
inevitably reduce the effectiveness of worker task matching
and efficiency of task assignment. Due to the randomness
of Laplace noise, the composition of GR will show some
random and irregular changes, and even cause the distance
of workers to be far away. In order to evaluate the system
overhead and performance of the framework, the main
evaluation indexes proposed by [6] are used:
(1) Assignment Success Rate (ASR). As the noise of pri-
vacy protection mechanism leads to the uncertainty of
the task release area, the number of actual workers
in the area may not enough or far away form task,
affecting the success rate of task assignment. In theory,
ASR measures the ratio of tasks assigned successfully
to the total number of task requests. The challenge we
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faced was that ASR reaches the threshold EU in the
average sense of several task assignments.
(2) Worker Travel Distance (WTD). According to the
framework setting, SC-server doesn’t know the actual
worker-task distance, a large distance will inevitably
affect the efficiency of task execution. The goal is to keep
the actual worker-task distance as small as possible on
average.
(3) Average Number of Notified Workers (ANW). ANW
affects both the communication overhead of the GR and
the computation overhead of the matching algorithm.
Its goal is to inform as few workers as possible without
compromising the ASR.
(4) the Number of Routers Required to Broadcast the GR
(HOP). In practice, task notifications to workers in the
GR are sent hop-by-hop wirelessly via a router. HOP
is defined as the hop count required to disseminate
the task request to all workers. We approximate HOP
as diameter of the GR divided by the diameter of the
communication range (100 m for WiFi).
(5) Digital Compactness Measurement (DCM). Based on
the assumption that the communication cost is propor-
tional to the minimum bounding circle covering GR, the
ratio of the area of GR to the minimum circumferential
circle area is adopted to measure the compactness of
GR. Generally, the high compactness of the GR is con-
ducive to reducing communication costs. The challenge
is to get DCM as close to 1 as possible.
5 SKILL AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we introduce three practical grid selection
strategies involved in the new R-HT scheme in detail and
give the DP theory analysis of the whole system framework.
5.1 Cell Selection by Quality Scoring
The goal of our scheme is to reduce communication cost as
little as possible and improve the success rate of task as-
signment when constructing GR for a single task, which re-
quires considering the cell’s selection principle when adding
to GR. The utility function, which take the worker’s count
and cell-task distance into consideration, is usually used in
the past schemes, such as G-GR. It selects the cell with the
maximum utility in each step to make the number of cells in
GR be the smallest. But in a grid structure that goes through
two level partition, the difference of workers’ count in each
cell is often small. For the neighbouring level-2 cells, cell-
task distance is closer to each other, but the gap on area
often has dozens of times, while the utility function ignores
the influence of the area, which will inevitably increase
the communication overhead. For this reason, we propose
to use the scoring function derived from the exponential
mechanism which comprehensively takes the factors of the
workers’ count, cell-task distance and area into account
instead of the utility function. We compare the two functions
on Yelp (Ye.). The results are shown in Figure 4.
From the perspective of the scoring function versus the
utility function, when constructing the scheme based on
real-time data, experimental comparison shows that the
G-GS using the scoring function is better than the G-GR
using the utility function, and improved 3.1%, 1.1%, 1.2%,
and 3.0% on the WTD, HOP, ANW and DCM, respectively.
However, there was no improvement in ASR. Therefore, we
construct new schemes with historical data learning, G-HS
and G-HU had 4.0% improvement in ASR. The G-HS using
the scoring function still maintains above advantages in the
above four indexes, because it is more preferred to choose a
small grid with higher population density with considering
the factor of area. The above analysis fully reflects the
advantages of scoring function strategy.
From the perspective of using historical data, it can
be seen from the comparison of G-HS and G-GS and the
comparison of G-HU and G-GR that G-HS and G-HU (both
partitioning with historical data) have higher ASR than EU ,
and most of them failed to meet EU when using real-time
data. This is because the negative noise will reduce the
workers’ count (the cell’s utility is 0 when the noisy count
is less than 0). In the GR construction stage, the cell with
a higher noisy count will be preferred which makes more
positive noisy cells into GR in probability, resulting in a
large number of positive virtual values. So the noisy utility
of GR is generally higher than the real. In other words,
when the calculated noisy U reachesEU , the real U may not
reach EU . When using historical data learning, the parallel
use of privacy budget makes the noise scale smaller, the
deviation between calculated U and real U is smaller, so the
ASR is higher. Due to this, from the comparison between
G-HS Ad (adjust the EU of G-HS point by point so that its
ASR value is close to G-GS) and G-GS in the figure, it can be
seen that using historical data is 3.8%, 6.7%, 3.9% and 4.4%
better than using real data in the average sense of WTD,
HOP, ANW and DCM.
5.2 Local Maximum Geocast Reigon
In order to improve the compactness of GR and avoid ex-
cessive neglect of nearby workers, we adaptively set a local
maximum geocast radius R by searching when selecting
cells. We consider all cells in the R as a whole, calculate
the average distance by weighting the absolute value of
the noisy count, and then calculate the utility of the area
approximately. The initial value of R is the average distance
from the task to the four corners of the cell where the task
is located, and it is gradually increased according to half
the width of the smallest cell in whole domain until the
approximate utility reaches EU . The algorithm for finding
LGR is shown in Algorithm 2.
We compared and analyzed the effects before and after
adding LGR in NYTaxi(Ta.), and the results are show in
Figure 5.
From the comparison of R-HS and G-HS and the compar-
ison of R-GS and G-GS in Figure 5, we can observe that the
addition of R did not excessively reduce the ASR. However,
it effectively reduced other indexes, especially optimized
19.2% and 13.9% (WTD), 4.9% and 3.5% (HOP), 4.2% and
5.0% (ANW), 19.6% and 12.3% (DCM) at the privacy budget
of 1.0. After adjusting the EU to make the ASR of the four
schemes approximately the same, the advantages of the R-
HS are more prominent. In the above all indexes, the R-HS is
always the best. Compared with R-GS, R-HS is 5.2%, 5.6%,
5.9% and 1.6% better on the above indexes.In Section 6, a
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Fig. 4: The influence of the scoring function on the scheme performance
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Fig. 5: Impact of application R on scheme performance
Algorithm 2 Finding LGR
Input: R0, Dmin, task t
Output: R
1: ct is the level-2 cell that covers t
2: R0 is the distance between t and ct
3: Dmin is half the width of the minimal cell
4: Compute ct′s utility u
5: Init U = u, R = R0
6: If U ≥ EU , return R
7: R = R+Dmin
8: Add all cells in the R area to a set R˜ = {c1, c2, ..., cn}
9: N˜ = {N1, N2, ..., Nn} is the noisy worker count of R˜
10: d¯ =
∑n
i=1(distance(ci,t)×|Ni|)∑n
i=1|Ni| , d¯ is the average distance of
workers to t in R area
11: Nsum =
∑n
i=1Ni
12: The average AR in R area: AR = (1− d¯/MTD)×MAR
13: If Nsum > 0 then U = 1− (1−AR)Nsum
14: Goto Line 6
series of experiments will demonstrate the advantages of
parallel budgeting strategies for partitioning with historical
data learning from multiple perspectives.
5.3 Break for Nonpositive Neighbor Case
As described in Section 5.1, adding noise will generate a
large number of negative cells (count of workers is negative
after adding noise) which do not contribute positive utility
when adding to GR. For this, we set a kind of ’Breaking’
strategy. Except for the initial cell where the task is located,
when the next alternative cell to be added to the GR is a
non-positive cell, the current GR will be returned directly,
and the cell will not be added. We compared the ’Breaking’
strategy on the Gowalla(Go.), and the results are shown in
Figure 6.
It can be seen from the CELL index (number of cells
in GR) in Figure 6 that after the ’Breaking’ strategy is
applied, the CELL is reduced by 1.0% without causing a
significant decrease in ASR, indicating that the real utility
contribution of the negative cell is not high on average. In
terms of indexes, after applying the ’Breaking’ strategy, the
WTD and HOP have been reduced by about 0.4% and 0.3%,
respectively.
5.4 Privacy Analysis
In this section, we focus on the analysis of privacy budget
and protection in the whole system framework. The budget
allocation is detailed shown in Figure 7.
Firstly, due to the totally different original data adopted
at two stages, PSD stage and GR construction stage, one
can allocate the full privacy budget  in parallel composition
according to the parallel combination theorem (theorem 2).
That is, the privacy budget is assigned as  in PSD stage
and also  in GR construction stage. This mechanism of
privacy budget improves greatly the quality of the whole
framework.
Secondly, at the PSD stage, we employ historical data
and add Laplace noises at two levels for predictions. The
privacy budget 1 = β for Laplace noises added inde-
pendently to the everyday count of workers in the whole
domain (in the latest 20 days) are in parallel as well as
the budget, 2 = (1 − β), for the noise in each level-
1 cell. This makes partitioning results independent of the
real-time data. The partition between the two levels forms
the sequence allocation of the privacy budget (theorem 1),
which satisfies -DP protection.
Thirdly, in the GR construction stage, real-time data is
imported into the partitioned grid, and Laplace noise of
privacy budget  is added to each level-2 cell, the privacy
of real-time data is protected while the performance of the
system is improved effectively.
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Fig. 6: Impact of application ’Breaking’ on scheme performance
Finally, involving the learning of historical noisy data,
’Breaking’ strategies and LGR operations and combined
with the characteristics of post-processing (Theorem 3), the
whole system scheme satisfies -DP protection.
6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we mainly present an experimental evalu-
ation of our R-HT scheme. In particular, we compare the
system quality of R-HT with that of G-GR.
6.1 Experimental Methodology
Experimental comparison. Historical data learning tech-
nique has been shown to provide relatively high predictive
accuracy [20, 21]. In order to verify the system quality of the
proposed R-HT scheme, we carry out a series of experiments
to compare it with the GDY [4], G-GR [6] and G-GS. Indeed,
the G-GS scheme is modified from G-GR, where the utility
rule is replaced by a newly designed scoring function for
each grid cell selection.
Selection of Datasets. We use three real datasets: NYTaxi
(NYC’s Taxi Trip Data), Gowalla and Yelp.
NYTaxi is a New York taxi location dataset. We collected
taxi pickup positions in New York City for 21 days from
May 1 to May 21, 2013. The first 20 days are used as
historical data, and 27,165 positions on May 21 are used
as real-time data. The pickup position is modeled as the
workers’ position in spatial crowdsourcing (SC). Since most
of the taxi pickup positions are distributed on the city’s
main roads, in order to better simulate the actual position of
the workers, we randomly and uniformly blur each position
into a circle with the current position as the center and the
radius (Blur Radius, BR) of 80 m.
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Fig. 7: Privacy budget allocation
Gowalla is a social network check-in dataset. We ex-
tracted the check-in locations for 42 days from September
5 to October 16, 2010. Due to the large geographic span of
the data, we adopted a simulation method to reduce the
geographical distance by a ratio of 280 : 1. The data was
merged into 1 time period every 2 days, and the last period
was 6,736 location points for real-time data. Each restaurant
location is modeled as the workers’ position in SC, BR is
250 m.
Yelp corresponds to the data of the Phoenix area of
Arizona. We have taken location data from March 2014 to
August 2017. The data was merged into 1 time period every
2 months, the last period was used as real-time data, a
total of 17,730 locations. We modeled the location of each
restaurant as the workers’ position in SC, BR is 600 m.
TABLE 2: Parameters of Datasets
Name
Historical
Locations
Real-time
Workers
MTD/m Tasks
NYTaxi (Ta.) 841080 27165 300
2000Gowalla (Go.) 133771 6736 1200
Yelp (Ye.) 363330 17730 3000
We can set scenes for the above three datasets respec-
tively. For example, NYTaxi can be regarded as a taxi order-
ing scene in the downtown area. The maximum distance for
taxi drivers to take orders is 500 m. MTD is 90% of MCD
which is determined according to Eq. (7), calculated in 300
m. Considering Gowalla as a takeaway booking scenario,
the maximum order distance is 2 km, and the MTD is
calculated to be 1.2 km. Yelp is considered to be a car repair
scenario. The maximum order distance is 5 km, so MTD is
3 km. At the same time, 2,000 positions are randomly and
evenly selected from the workers’ positions as task points.
The relevant parameters of the dataset are shown in Table 2.
In our experimental settings, privacy budget  ∈
{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, expected utility EU ∈
{0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, and maximum task acceptance prob-
ability MAR ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25}. Where the
default values for , EU and MAR are set to 0.5, 0.9 and
0.1, respectively.
The utility loss caused by DP can be seen more intu-
itively by setting a non-privacy scheme, which constructs
GR by selecting workers closest to the task one by one
within theMTD reigon. The HOP value ofGR is calculated
based on the distance between the two farthest workers.
In GDY and G-GR, in order to avoid the influence of the
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Fig. 8: Comparison on GR indexes by varying 
randomness of noise on grid partition, we cycle the whole
process 50 times to get 50 groups of results, and extract
the average value of indexes. In the R-HT, the process of
adding noise during grid partition is executed 5 times to
obtain 5 groups of partition results. The real-time data in the
level-2 cells in each group is added noise randomly with 20
times, a total of 100 groups of population distribution map
with grid. For all schemes, 2000 single-task-assignments
are performed on each map, regardless of the allocation
conflicts between each task in space and time, so as to obtain
stable results of performance evaluation of each scheme
under this scenario (single task and single worker). Next,
we investigate the effects of varying privacy budget, MAR
and expected utility, respectively, and also evaluate LGR-
Based Heuristics and the running time of the schemes for
feasibility.
6.2 Task Allocation Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of R-HT and
other related schemes on three datasets by using different
parameters ( privacy budget , maximal acceptance rate
MAR and expected utility EU ). Performance is measured
by the five main indicators presented in Section 4.4 and the
CELL indicators (the number of grids in GR)
6.2.1 Effect of Varying Privacy Budget
We start by focusing on the impact and comparison of the
major schemes of the changes to the privacy budget, as
Figure 8. With the increase of privacy budget, the ASR of
each scheme decreases gradually, which is mainly related
to the partition granularity. When the privacy budget is
low, in order to resist the noise, the granularity increases
caused more larger cells, so there is a significant oversupply
when adding the last cell to GR. When the default EU=0.9
is used uniformly, ASR of R-HT can basically reach the
threshold, while G-GR fails in most cases. On this basis, R-
HT is 10.4%, 1.8% and 6.7% better than G-GR on average
on WTD, HOP and DCM, with a maximum increase of
13.3%, 2.8% and 7.2% respectively. This shows that R-HT
can basically ensure the task acceptance probability to reach
EU , and also achieve better results than G-GR in all indexes.
Because the use of historical data reduces the loss caused by
adding noise, and then brings more appropriate adaptive
grid partition and grid selection with higher density of
actual population and closer distance. The ASR of R-HT in
NYTaxi is relatively low, because a small MTD causes AR
decreasing rapidly with the increase of distance, the number
of cellsGR needed will be a little large, which brings a larger
virtual number of workers, and the real ASR will be lower.
By adjusting EU to R-HT and GDY, the ASR of each
scheme is approximately the same, and the advantage of R-
HT Ad is more obvious. Compared with G-GR, the average
decrease of HOP in R-HT Ad and G-GS is 9.3% and 2.9%,
respectively. Especially in NYTaxi, the decrease of HOP in
R-HT Ad is 10.2%. This is because using scoring function
involved area and distance, both R-HT Ad and G-GS prefer
to choose cells with high distribution density or closer dis-
tance. R-HT Ad has the most obvious advantage in WTD,
with an average reduction of 17.1% in three datasets. In
ANW, R-HT Ad reduced the number of workers by 9.7%
compared with G-GR. In addition, we can see the change
of DCM, GDY has the best effect all the time, which is also
well understood, GDY has the coarsest partition granularity
results in the smallest number of selected cells, and even
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Fig. 9: Comparison on GR indexes by varying MAR
it’s enough to only publishes one grid where the task is
located. The DCM of R-HT Ad is 8.1% higher than that of
G-GR because of the addition of LGR strategy. To sum up,
within the range of dramatic changes in the privacy budge,
R-HT can not only basically meet EU , but also effectively
reduce the actual cost of workers accepting tasks, and also
improve the compactness of GR, thus effectively saving
communication costs and improving system operation ef-
ficiency comprehensively.
6.2.2 Effect of Varying MAR
We observed the indexes change and correlation comparison
of R-HT by changing MAR, as Figure 9. The results show
that the increase of MAR will reduce the HOP and WTD,
because it will increase AR, so that fewer workers nearby
may enough meet the requirements of EU . At the same
time, influenced by the change of MAR, the decrease of
HOP and WTD is faster as well as the decrease of cells’
number needed in GR which is more obvious than the
impact of EU changes. Except for a few points, the ASR
of the R-HT has all met EU , while the ASR of the G-GR
has nearly half of them failed. Compared with the G-GR,
the maximum improvement of the WTD, HOP, ANW and
DCM of the R-HT Ad are 18.7%, 10.9%, 9.0% and 7.0%,
respectively.
6.2.3 Effect of Varying EU
We observed the influence of EU changes on the indexes of
R-HT and other schemes and made comparative analysis.
Obviously, when EU increases, the GR area will increase,
so both WTD and HOP will increase. Experiments show that
under different EUs, all ASR of R-HT meet the threshold
and the WTD and HOP are always smaller than those of G-
GR. With the increase ofEU , the more cells are selected, and
the more obvious this gap is. When EU equals 0.9, the gaps
between R-HT Ad and G-GR on WTD, HOP, ANW and
DCM are up to 19.6%, 11.2%, 12.5% and 8.9%, respectively.
According to the ASR results of the above three exper-
iments (sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.3), the R-HT basically reached
EU under various parameter settings. In most cases, the
G-GR failed to reach EU , and relevant statements can be
referred to Section 7.2.1 of [6]. Therefore, G-GR doesn’t
address the challenge of achieving a high success rate for
the task assignment. In the specific experimental results,
a total of 42 groups of ASR values were compared under
different combinations of parameters , EU and MAR on
three datasets. Among them, 19 points of G-GR reachedEU ,
accounting for 45.2%, while 38 points of R-HT reached EU ,
accounting for 90.5%, twice as much as G-GR. We analyzed
the compliance rates of ASR on Yelp, Gowalla and NYTaxi,
G-GR was 50.0%, 50.0% and 35.7% and R-HT was 100.0%,
100.0% and 71.4%, respectively. Both of the two schemes
have some standard percentage gaps in NYTaxi. This is
because the MTD of NYTaxi is small, the AR decreases
rapidly with the increase of distance, the number of cells
GR needed will be a little large, which brings a large vitural
number of workers causes ASR decreasing.
6.3 Evaluation of LGR-Based Heuristics
The experiment found that the use of the LGR strategy will
improve the effect of R-HT, but in the experiments we found
that the calculated local radius R is often too large. Through
analysis, in the GR construction stage, the proportion that
the whole LGR is still no enough forEU , adopt 1.0R (0.0%),
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Fig. 10: Comparison on GR indexes by varying EU
0.9R (2.1%) and 0.88R (4.3%), the proportion is lower. So we
compared 0.9R and 0.88R to the improved hybrid scheme of
the G-GR, the experimental results running on the Gowalla
are shown in Figure 11.
When local radius R is reduced, the ASR of the R-HT
will decrease naturally. This is because the reduction of R
will reduce the range of cell selection caused smaller cells
in GR. When R is reduced to 0.88 times, most points of the
ASR on the Gowalla can still reach EU . The adoption of the
G-GR hybrid scheme did not significantly affect the ASR of
G-GR on the Gowalla. 0.88R-HT has a clear advantage in
WTD, on average it is 12.4% smaller than G-GR hybrid. On
HOP, although the two schemes are entangled, 0.88R-HT
still keeps a 0.4% advantage overall. On the ANW, 0.88R-
HT is higher since the higher ASR. But on DCM, 0.88R-HT
gradually changed from advantage to disadvantage, which
is mainly related to the utility function (Eq. (12)) of G-
GR hybrid.
Ust = (1− )× u× (1− α) + × Comp× α (12)
α = 0.3, u represents the task acceptance probability of the
cell s, and Comp represents the DCM of GR after s is added
toGR. As  increases, the DCM weight in the utility function
becomes larger. When  is equal to 1.0, at this time, the utility
function is only related to DCM.
Comparing non-privacy situation, we can observe that
non-privacy has obvious advantages in WTD and HOP
because it is not partitioned into grids. On ANW, we can
see that 0.88R-HT, G-GR and G-GR hybrid are closer to the
non-privacy scheme when  equals 1.0, indicating that the
three schemes have played a better role in reducing ANW,
but the ASR of 0.88R-HT is higher at this time.
In addition, To et al [6] proposed a partial cell selection
based on G-GR to deal with the ASR overflow problem
when the last cell is added to GR, so as to reduce the
system overhead to some extent. However, under the severe
challenge that the actual ASR fails to reach EU , the partial
cell selection will undoubtedly aggravate this trouble, which
has been demonstrated by our experiments. Therefore, in
this paper, the additional partial strategy in R-HT is not
considered.
6.4 Test on Running Time
In real life, besides the task assignment success rate and
communication cost, the time from request to release is also
very important for the assignment of tasks. We divided
the entire assignment process of a single task into two
major stages. The first stage is the grid partition (stage A),
which includes the grid partition and adding noise to the
number of real-time workers. When using historical data,
this stage can be divided into the following two stages: First,
partitioning grid with noisy historical data (stage A1); Then,
updating real-time data and adding noise to the count of
workers in level-2 cells (stage A2). The second stage is the
GR construction stage (stage B).
We consider the following three comparisons in terms
of time consuming: First, the entire process (A+B), which
represents the running time of the entire algorithm; Second,
updating real-time data and constructing GR (A2+B) after
grid partition with historical data which is applicable to
scenarios where the real-time data changes greatly in a
period of time and we need update real-time data before
constructing GR; Third, constructing GR after updating
real-time data. We used Python 2.7 on Windows 10 (2.4GHZ
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Fig. 11: Comparison between R-HT with different R and G-GR hybrid on Gowalla
Intel i5 CPU, 8G RAM) to run 2,000 tasks on three datasets,
and calculated each time consumption in 10 cycles, taking
the average as the time result, as shown in the Table 3.
TABLE 3: Time Consuming of R-HT and G-GR Over Three
Datasets
Stage
Yelp
( workers’ count:
363330 + 17730 )
Gowalla
( workers’ count:
133771 + 6736 )
NYTaxi
( workers’ count:
841080 + 27165 )
R-HT G-GR R-HT G-GR R-HT G-GR
B 20.4 ms 0.5 ms 9.8 ms 0.5 ms 16.9 ms 0.6 ms
A2+B 21.3 ms \ 10.1 ms \ 17.5 ms \
A+B 1.56 s 62 ms 0.5 s 22 ms 2.84 s 0.1 s
It can be seen from the results in the table that in stage
B, R-HT takes a long time, because R-HT needs to calculate
R, and not only need calculate cell’s utility but also cell’s
score. For stage A2+B, compared with stage B, it can be
seen that updating data and adding noise only take a very
small period of time (less than 1ms), and there is no data
update in G-GR after grid partition. In stage A+B, we can
see that the time consumption in grid partition is far greater
than the time consumption in GR construction, mainly in
the process of historical data prediction, which increases the
time consumption in R-HT. The running time of a single
task on the three datasets is controlled within 3s, which
forms an approximate direct proportion with the total count
of real-time data, which can guarantee the timeliness and
practicability of task release in real life.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a location protection model for
worker dataset in SC based on DP, which ensures that the
privacy of worker locations is not disclosed at the task
allocation stage. We first introduced historical data learning
into domain partitioning and then we achieved parallel
use of privacy budget. This significantly reduces scales
of random noises and enables the real ASR to reach the
expected utility threshold stably. Moreover, We proposed
several optimization techniques for constructing GR. Our
experimental results on real data demonstrated that the
proposed R-HT scheme reduces the system overhead, and
the time cost is practical.
Currently, we analyze a single-task (single-worker only)
framework for privacy protection worker locations based
on historical data learning. If there is only real-time data,
data segmentation (one part for domain partitioning and the
other for GR construction) can also achieve parallel compo-
sition of privacy budget. This situation will be discussed in
a forthcoming paper. As future work, we aim to extend the
privacy framework for the scenario of multi-task parallel
assignments in SC and explore new cell selection strategies.
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